This starts as a flat sheet
then when cut out and
folded it makes a globe.
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Music: Importance in History
Music may be the universal language
of mankind. Old Time Music was an
enjoyable part of our history.
Importance: Forms of Music were used for important
signaling and in managing wildlife. It has been used as a
weapon. It was used against a fugitive (Noriaga) holed up
for days until he gave up as he could not sleep or stand it
any longer. Horns, whistles, drums, bells could be used to
communicate over distances. But mostly music was used for
enjoyment and inspiration. Most people enjoy their favorite
forms of music. People have been inspired to think, to write,
to take action, to go into battle or go to sleep because of
music. It is a transporter of local and national culture. Early
settlers were too busy trying to survive. But after farms were
well established music gave people much pleasure. The most
common instruments used by the early and middle 1800s
farmers were: horns from cattle, flutes, whistles, fifes,
drums, fiddles, concertinas, ocarinas, bells and the king of
instruments the organ. With exception of concertinas
fiddles and organs many instruments were hand made. They
were played at social events like family visitations, holidays,
fairs, barn raisings, quilting bees, harvesting bees, “singins,” sugar hops for young
people to meet etc. Sometimes a local store would encourage a musician to sit
nearby and play. Sunday and Wednesday church events were the most common.
See Farmers Diary. In August of 1920 the first News was broadcast by station
8MK in Detroit, Michigan, now WWJ. In October 1920 2ADD (renamed
WRUC in 1947), aired what is believed to be the first public entertainment
broadcast in the United States, a series of Thursday night concerts initially
heard within a 100-mile radius and later for a 1,000-mile radius. Soon music
was heard through out the USA. By the 1920s many schools were offering
some music education. Families who really cherished music also bought
instruments and hired tutors. Such as Ms Wright in Warren Village. Homer
Hazelton who led the 1929 Busch Band. St Clement school had a band.
My mother played in a community band in 1940s. Alton C Powell was a band
leader in Center Line in 1940s-50s. Later D. Maria and J. Kohler. We need a
volunteer researcher to find more. Leonard Schimm was band director at
Fitzgerald Schools in 1980s. Jeff Cotter was a band director at Warren consolidated and later led the Warren Symphony. In the main article and website
http://dogoodforall.today are links to hearable videos of many of the most popular pieces. The earliest
instruments used here. Mammoth bone flutes were used by early Indian peoples.
The pride and joy of many early families and churches was often their organ.
This was usually a foot pumped pedal organ. A late appearing very common instrument since around 1830 was the
harmonica. While often put down as a toy, it was in fact a true musical instrument capable of bringing a lot of joy or misery
to those in range of its sounds. It has indeed been used by many musicians around the world and at Carnegie Hall. Although
it has limitations, such as key and range, there are many types of harmonicas which can overcome this. There are many
other instruments. See the main article page 1353.
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Farm Views
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Dorothy Cummings
showing me her dads flail.
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Probably Rinke farm near Masonic and ?

We need help identifying this also on many of the following.
If I live longer, I will add captions when known.
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If I can I will reshoot this to get better quality foto as I did this years ago
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Professor Wesley Arnold took this picture on Bunert Road about 1968
Those were my friend Fred Weier’s Foul. He offered me some eggs.

This is Schoenherr Road being cut. This is my friend Sherley Opfert as a girl standing there.
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Two sketches from the Stewart Atlas Southern Warren. Behrns farm
became the Qualmann farm. Ten Mile Road West of Mound.
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Large families were needed to survive because kids were cheap labor.
The animals became part of the family.
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Thomas Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence served our country in many high offices and
founded a university.
Thomas Jefferson knew much about government because he himself studied the previous failed attempts
at government. He understood actual history, and the nature of man. That happens to be way more than what
most understand today. Jefferson really knew his stuff. It is worth noting here a few things he had to say. John
F. Kennedy held a dinner in the white House for a group of the brightest minds in the nation at that time. He
made this statement: "This is perhaps the assembly of the most intelligence ever to gather at one time in the
White House with the exception of when Thomas Jefferson dined alone.“
Here are a few quotes from Thomas Jefferson :
If a nation expects to be ignorant and free, in a state of civilization, it expects what never was and never
will be.
The democracy will cease to exist when you take away from those who are willing to work and give to
those who would not.
Thomas Jefferson said in 1802: I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our
liberties than standing armies. If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their
currency, first by inflation, then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around the banks
will deprive the people of all property - until their children wake-up homeless on the continent their fathers
conquered.
My reading of history convinces me that most bad government results from too much government.
No free man shall ever be debarred the use of arms.
The strongest reason for the people to retain the right to keep and bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect
themselves against tyranny in government.
All tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good conscience to remain silent.
For a people who are free, and who mean to remain so, a well-organized and armed militia is their
best security.
The care of human life and happiness, and not their destruction, is the first and only object of
good government.
It is incumbent on every generation to pay its own debts as it goes. A principle which if acted on would save
one-half the wars of the world.
I predict future happiness for Americans if they can prevent the government from wasting the labors of
the people under the pretense of taking care of them.
We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
A Bill of Rights is what the people are entitled to against every government, and what no just government
should refuse, or rest on inference.
History, in general, only informs us of what bad government is.
A wise and frugal Government, which shall restrain men from injuring one another, which shall leave them
otherwise free to regulate their own pursuits of industry and improvement, and shall not take from the mouth of
labor the bread it has earned. This is the sum of good government.
All, too, will bear in mind this sacred principle, that though the will of the majority is in all cases to prevail,
that will to be rightful must be reasonable; that the minority possess their equal rights, which equal law must
protect, and to violate would be oppression.
Educate and inform the whole mass of the people... They are the only sure reliance for the preservation
of our liberty.
Every citizen should be a soldier. This was the case with the Greeks and Romans, and must be that of
every free state.
Thomas Jefferson
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I was bold in the pursuit of knowledge, never fearing to follow truth and reason to whatever
results they led, and bearding every authority which stood in their way.
If Congress errs in too much talking, how can it be otherwise in a body to which the people send one hundred
and fifty lawyers, whose trade it is to question everything, yield nothing, and talk by the hour?

Every government degenerates when trusted to the rulers of the people alone. The people themselves are its only safe
depositories.
Experience hath shewn, that even under the best forms of government those entrusted with power have, in time, and
by slow operations, perverted it into tyranny. Experience demands that man is the only animal which devours his own
kind, for I can apply no milder term to the general prey of the rich on the poor.

He who knows best knows how little he knows. Be polite to all, but intimate with few.
I am an Epicurean. I consider the genuine (not the imputed) doctrines of Epicurus as containing everything rational in
moral philosophy which Greek and Roman leave to us.
I believe that every human mind feels pleasure in doing good to another.
I hope we shall crush in its birth the aristocracy of our monied corporations which dare already to challenge our
government to a trial by strength, and bid defiance to the laws of our country. I know of no safe depository of the
ultimate powers of the society but the people themselves; and if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise
their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them but to inform their discretion.
I like the dreams of the future better than the history of the past.
Leave no authority existing not responsible to the people.
It is in our lives and not our words that our religion must be read.
No occupation is so delightful as the culture of the earth, and no culture comparable to that of the garden.
Rightful liberty is unobstructed action according to our will within limits drawn around us by the equal rights
of others.
That government is the strongest of which every man feels himself a part.
The constitutions of most of our States assert that all power is inherent in the people; that... it is their right and
duty to be at all times armed. No freeman shall be debarred the use of arms.
When the people fear the government, there is tyranny. When the government fears the people, there is liberty
.
Nothing gives one person so much advantage over another as to remain always cool and unruffled under all
circumstances. When angry count to ten before you speak. If very angry, count to one hundred.
One man with courage is a majority. One travels more usefully when alone, because he reflects more.
Only aim to do your duty, and mankind will give you credit where you fail.
When we get piled upon one another in large cities, we shall become as corrupt as Europe. Commerce with all
nations, alliance with none, should be our motto.
When you reach the end of your rope, tie a knot in it and hang on. Thomas Jefferson
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Honored Historians
These wonderful people have helped preserve our local history.
You can be an honored Historian. If you are willing to look up things and type up what you found. Send then
to wecare@dogoodforalltoday I will put you down as the historian for that item and publish you in this
history giving you the credit. Old professor Wes started this but now it is a community history project that all
serious historians can help with. Help us. Be a Hero Historian. Your name will be recorded for posterity.

Norman Smith
Fire Chief of Center Line, Goodfellow, Historian, Fireman
He has helped many people. He has overseen and cared for the St Clement Cemetery
for years. He is a true inspiration to us all.

Mike Grobbel
Historian Researcher and author of the first and best site on Center Line History. He continues
to do excellent research and publish it at his own expense. He is a wonderful
person to work with. He has helped many others.

Jack Schram
Who researched history of transportation in our area and collected and shared his pictures.
He published books on Transportation. His son Ken has been very helpful.

Jerry Malburg
St Clement historian/genealogist helped create the 6,500 entry Index to
St Clement Cemetery
Pat Hallman
She has done work all over Macomb County. The Bunert School exists today mostly because of her labors.
Research on the Bear Creek mansion was done by her. There are several other studies she has done that has
benefited those interested in history. We owe her a great dept of gratitude for her great work.

Tom Turmel
Who had done much historical work and beautified our lives and cared for many people and plants. He spent
years transforming Warren Union Cemetery into a place of beauty.

Martha Ruth Burczyk
Who did historical research and still has the Friendliest Book on Warren History

Merriann Haberek
Compiled a book about early days of Baseline and Van Dyke entitled “A Moment in Time A Lifetime of
Memories”
Anna Kluck
Anna wrote historical articles and interviewed old timers. Unfortunately she did not share her research. I am
hoping that perhaps her relatives inherited her research and will share it.

Special Thanks to the following for their good works and sharing of historical information.
Shirley Opfer, Jenny Horn, Bert Hazen, Harold Stilwell, Kathy Kirchner, Dorothy Cummings, The
Weigand Family, Eugene Mandziuk, William Leroy, Margaret Licht, David Hanselman, Kurt Mccrary,
Hubert and Dorothy Leech, Lislie Foss and others whose names I forgot.

Thanks to all those who gave their lives and served to preserve our freedom
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Many people have asked about me for this so since I probably don’t have long to live (age and medical
problems), here reluctantly is my info which is better to have correctly recorded than my enemies account. I do
have enemies because I at least have had the courage to stand up for what is right and for our freedoms and
against those who threaten them. They have told me I will have a fatal accident, but I think diabetes, the silent
killer, will get me first. I will as will all of us soon be forgotten. Professor Wesley Edward Arnold is the old
Historian and Humanitarian Educator who researched much of this work before there were computers. He
was a college Professor who received a 20 year Distinguished Service Award from Macomb Community College,
compiled over 180 books (most on local history and a few with his Doctorial research on finding and using
International Vocabulary the easiest language and most important about practical solutions to the problems of our
time. In his last years he promoted practical solutions to providing every human with: adequate food, clothing,
affordable shelter, adequate health care, better education, human rights, and a practical method to create a
statewide minimum income for all by using public owned solar panels to provide energy credits for every citizen.
He also built and maintained his own personal solar power system and helped others create them. He wrote
International Vocabulary for International Communication and Understanding in 1/10 the time, was a Red Cross
Volunteer and Social Worker, Scout Leader, and Educator. He compiled the 30,000 page Educational Archive of
Warren and Center Line History and published it without cost to others. He was a veteran of US Army Vietnam
Era, and a soldier in the War on Terrorists. People liked his website dogoodforall.today with the history and the
beautiful old music videos. He taught the Golden Rule as a standard of human conduct, warned us about dangers
and urged persons to be, informed, educated and prepared.
He felt his greatest book with the greatest possibility of doing the most good was a little 40 page mini book
entitled: “Be a Success with Proven Success Practices Based on Experience of Experts.” He usually gave away all
of his books for free. Except Amazon won’t let one do that so they are mostly all 99ȼ

We thank him and other veterans for their service and for
having the courage to stand up against the those who are
threatening our freedom. Remember Humans are Humane
monsters aren’t, cause no harm by actions or inaction.
To the right is his Stone at Forest Lawn
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Computers have increased in power and decreased in size so that soon they will fit into a pair of
glasses or be worn on our wrists or on clothing and may be implanted in our bodies to provide us
with additional capabilities and information. Bots can and will replace “experts” in many fields
and many white collar executive positions. Expert projections tell us to expect to see 60% of
current jobs automated by bots and robots in the next decade and upwards of 90% within 60 years.
Very few new jobs will be created so this is going to free up humans from having to go to work.
We will need to change our economic system to a resource based system. One idea is to use
taxpayer money to set up solar panels nationwide (using prisoner labor at no additional cost) then divide the output of
kilowatts by the number of US Citizens and every person would have solar energy credits to use like money. Make
each citizens share enough to live on. There is ample solar energy that hits the USA every day to provide much
more than we need even including giving us free fuel for everyone's electric cars. Tell congress to start making this
happen. But the US Congress no longer represents the American People. They should be term limited to one term only,
and no special pensions, no special health care. NOW!
Solar panels can be had for around $100 for a 100 watt panel. Add $90 battery, $30 regulator and $30 inverter will
give your house lights, run a TV and laptop computer and charge up all of your fones. I already get a lot of my power
for free and the best part is that I never have to worry about a power outage again. We love our independence. We must
make sure the government doesn't get their greedy hands in this. I am researching getting an electric car I can charge up
with my free fuel. $399 gets you an electric scooter. Autonomous cars will drive us or pick up the kids much more
safely than human drivers and will talk with other autos. Human drivers kill thousands of innocent humans every year.
The Internet of Things is coming like it or not. “Things” will have computer chips and will “talk” to other things.
The refrigerator will tell your smart fone what needs to be ordered from the grocery store and the fone will
automatically order those items to be picked up by your autonomous car. Your house will automatically adjust the
temperature, lights, music etc. or you can just speak to your house and request it to make any change you want. Your
implanted RFID chip will allow you to make purchases without money and will unlock your car or house upon your
approach. Paper money is being replaced by electronic money (which can be controlled by Big Brothers.) Very little is
now purchased with paper money which is no longer backed by gold or silver and may become nearly worthless as the
federal government is so over its head in debt that it can barely keep up its payments to China who bought much of its
debt. China now uses our debt payments to finance its military which may surpass the US military. China educates its
bright children while the USA has cut education so much that the US kids are actually behind most other countries. In
fact the US no longer produces enough engineers to meet its needs and has to import foreigners to fill positions. What a
disgrace. China is about to surpass the US in technology and economics.
Personal Bots and robots will do tasks for you, such as finding information, making calls, mowing and
cleaning, watch the kids, teach and entertain them. Robots can also be companions and pets that show love
and kindness, and do work for us and perhaps even defend us. Japan already has robots for sale that take this
companionship quite a bit further (never gets a headache) get my meaning. What? with a machine not me.
Hey Roboto! Clean the house, take out the garbage, wash the dishes and car and mow the lawn. The wife and
I are going to take a nap. Bots and robots taking over most work will free up humans for a wonderful creative
life with endless wonderful possibilities of things to do and enjoy. The trans-human era is beginning. We
already have hip, and eye implants and soon there will be other artificial body parts. Computer chips and
medical devices inside the head are already being used to tame epilepsy and Parkinsons. Soon they will cure
blindness and deafness and supplement our sight, memory, hearing and do other things for us. Human life
expectancy will increase. Robotic exoskeletons allow soldiers to lift heavy weights. Robots will become
soldiers. Drones will deliver packages and spy on us. RFID powder will allow tracking of everything and
everybody all fed into Big Brother's databases including all of your Internet use, fone, financial, locations and
more now being recorded just like your driver's license picture is now. along with coming ubiquitous public
camera surveillance. They are listening and watching getting ready to control us. Our children may be immortal
robots with super artificial intelligence surpassing all of the foolish human race. Unless humans now act wisely
and with compassion they will cause their own extinction causing a post-human era with wise artificial
intelligence taking over the planet. Email me tell me what you think.
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Contemporary History appears to be more important than old time history because of the rapid advancement of technology
and of change which is accelerating which is impacting our lives today. ( I teach about Technology at the College level.) So
first we must be aware of what is going on meaning its history of how it is affecting others not just us and learn from that so we
can take the wisest and best actions for a better future. Example automation taking over human jobs. A threat to one could
eventually be a threat to many including us. So if we see that automated computer programs given artificial intelligence are
enabling those programs to learn most human jobs then we should seek other jobs that are not going to be automated and
encourage our children to think about that also to avoid financial disaster.
Thousands of human workers are soon going to have their jobs automated. Example ATM s and automated store
check outs replacing thousands of tellers and cashiers and soon store stockers and inventory along with most fast food workers
as machines replace people. Professional drivers 3 million of them will be mostly replaced by autonomous vehicles. Empoyers
will go with computers and machines as to do work because they work 24/7 without pay, vacation, breaks and never call in
sick. New pharmacy machines fill thousands of prescriptions and check drug interactions even while the store is closed in the
lights are turned out. And it does this without misstakes and without pay.
Automation is here like it or not. Machines with AI will soon replace humans in 60% of today’s jobs but without creating
new jobs unlike in the past. This will cause massive unemployment. So we will have thousands of people going on welfare
because of no jobs being available. We simply cannot support half of the population on welfare.
So we will soon need a basic income for all. How can this be done? A good way is use free income we get every day.
Have the government put up solar panels nation wide to get free solar power daily. Have the electric companies buy this power
and put the huge profit into a fund. And then give every citizen an equal financial credit share of this fund. This can provide at
least minimum income for all citizens including children. This could finally end welfare. And everyone would still be free to
work. Use free prison labor to install the panels. Prisoners could learn useable skills so they can support themselves later. The
only one against it would be the electric company but they are suposed to be a public utility anyway and work for us. And they
would still make some profit by selling energy from their own sources. So this can be a win win for everyone. We just have to
keep the greedy special interest groups out of it.
We have been able in America to create abundance for all. Just go to a Walmart. They have almost everything most
people want and need except affordable health care, housing, and cars. Builders want to just create expensive housing because
they make more money from higher income people and that leaves thousands of others without housing but cities can require a
percentage of new housing to be for low income and they can repurpose unused buildings for housing, Some cities are paying
homless to pick up trash and do other needed jobs and some are given free shelter or placed in new tiny home areas for
working. We also need adequate emergency shelters. We should also promote the prefab housing industry. Housing factories
and machines can make a house much faster and much cheaper than the old ways. It then can be set up on a lot without skilled
labor with great savings in costs. In tornado areas strongly made geodesic dome buildings can be made strong enough to
withstand tornadoes. Our area has at least 1200 homless. Many are families with children. This is America in 2020 this
should not be happening. This has many causes such as lack of planning lack of caring lack of education and all this impacts
people especially children. Right here in warren ½ population is below the poverty level and one in five children in Warren
go to bed hungry at night. This can be fixed if we just make the effort. Government can be the employer of last resort if need
be, with public service jobs. We should establish Workfare in place of welfare. Everyone getting handouts except those in
major medical care, should be required to work. End the multiple thousand dollar handout to immigrants. Limit the number of
wives we support to one. This thing of us having to support with food, shelter and medical multiple wives is an abuse as is
having to support on welfare multiple relatives and alleged children being brought in. Us taxpayers should not have to support
illegals and their children.
The working class has become the forgotten class because the rich and corporations who already have everything and far
beyond what they need are hogging the profits and not paying livable wages to working people. If they simply paid livable
wages to working people our economy would prosper much more than is now an it would be a win win for all even the
rich. This has been proven by new economic studies. (See Ted Talk The dirty secret of capitalism -- and a new way forward by
Nick Hanauer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=th3KE_H27bs ) When corps also look out for the welfare of their
customers and workers everyone benefits and the economy improves. In Seattle the old economists warned that if you give
workers $15.00 an hour it would cause massive layoffs and hurt the economy. But when the workers got that big raise the
economy actually boomed because the workers had more money to spend. Many old economic theories are obsolete. Greedy
people are sociopaths who are not good for anything including the economy. It has been found that we can have a better
economy if we pay workers more.
We should ban mass robo calls to cell fones. Every day I get dozens of robo calls. The police report that most scams are by
robo call telemarketers. We have become a society afraid to answer our phones. But be sure you have a way for emergency
callers to leave a message. Sometimes that’s very important. As a red cross worker I once had a woman who missed out on
being with her dying soldier son because she wouldn’t answer the phone. And that he died.
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Science, caring, cooperation and wise management have done more for mankind than anything else. We need more
research into prevention and cures for diseases and antibiotics because the bad bacteria are becoming drug resistant faster
than we are finding new antibiotics. And we need to find ways to stop bad viruses. We need affordable Medical Care for all.
Americans pay between two and 100 times more for medical treatment and medicines then people in other countries. People
have received bills for hundreds of dollars for hospital visits in which they were not actually seen by a real doctor or treated.
A MRI in Japan is around $100. Here it is often over a thousand dollars.
There are at least 30 countries that are poorer than us that have better universal Medical Care for all citizens. If
they can do what why can’t we? The answer is greedy corporations, greedy CEOs, and lack of government regulation which
we obviously need because the corporations are not regulating themselves. The corporate greed in the medical industry has
become a racket and ordinary citizens are being extorted. We need to fix that since the big drug companies have gotten
excessively greedy and are charging what the market will bear to give their executives many millions of dollars each and to
make excessive profits. This has reached an extent that the average person can not now afford some medications some
medical treatments or a hospital stay. These excessive medical prices have forced many citizens into bankruptcy. Seniors
are doing without needed medication and medical care and people are dying in America and that includes children.
This is absolutely unnecessary and we need a fix it because a is wrong, and unjust. And a major reason why this is
happening is that congressman are taking huge donations from medical corporations to favor them in legislation. Congress
gets over a billion in campaign donations (bribes) every year from them. Congress is no longer working for the American
people but for corporate interests and profits. We need to vote incumbent congressmen out of office.
Since the medical industry has failed to regulate themselves it appears that the government will have to do it instead.
Medicare for all would regulate drug prices. Insist on your state legislatures making medical charges public and regulate
drug corporations so that they’re not allowed to hurt people anymore and cause people to die
200 corporations pay no income tax because Congress gets millions from them to let them not pay their fair share. End
the tax loopholes for corporations. This is called corporate welfare. If they do business in the USA they should be paying
taxes here. Nestle for example should be at least taxed for the |Michigan water it gets free and makes billions of profit on.
Those taxes could be used to fix the roads rather than burden us citizens with fees that are so high that many can’t afford to
own a car. Which wouldn’t be so bad but our weak mass transit system is insufficient often to get people to jobs and other
places then need to go. (Look at NY where one can usually get within one block of needed destination and rapidly.) Why has
Congress acted to enrich the rich and ignored the needs of most Americans and why has it bankrupted the country while
providing billions in corporate welfare and tax breaks to the wealthy? China now supports its military on interest from
loans to America.
Too many people have been killed or otherwise died needlessly and with needless pain and suffering. And the same for
thousands of species of animals. When we lose millions of species, like what is happening now, it will affect our source for
future drugs and antibiotics as they often the source. As Peter, Paul and Mary often sang “How many deaths will it
take”...to know that “TOO MANY PEOPLE HAVE DIED?” We have lost over 8,500 of our young people in
Afghanistan and Iraq needlessly because we did not learn from history and they are still being killed there recently in this
cesspool in a useless wasted war now going on 20 years. Was it worth even one of our young persons lives? There are
much better ways to solve problems than killing each other such as diplomacy, discussion, fact finding, mediation, science
and even games or perhaps just get out of the cesspool. Part of this is because there are corporations making money off of
our wars for example “Helliburton” made $39 billion from our soldiers dying in Vietnam. This is Greed rearing its ugly
head. Corporations putting profit over human lives. Humans are Humane monsters aren’t. Too many of the rich and those
in power are sociopathic monsters of sort. To see other humans suffering and not at least make some effort to help them is
both wrong, cowardly and selfish. The old saying: money is a root of most evil, or perhaps greed is the cause of most evil.
Greed after all is the religion of the super rich. A big fact of history is that too many people have died needlessly and for
too long for thousands of years and it’s still happening now.
Science, caring, cooperation and wise management have done more for mankind than anything else. We need to keep a
country strong but still have very good diplomacy.
History is very important for the practical experience and lessons it provides.
We can learn from history and do something about it.
Also threatening now is the growth of Big Brothers around the world including the USA. For those of you who are
winking an eye at this you had better wake up and look at China today. Big Brothers are in every citizens life big time and
affecting their lives even taking their lives. Everything you do when the Internet on your fone all of your financial
information all of your locations all of your social media where you drive your car and input from cameras in public areas
are all recording information on you. Now this is great for security but it’s also giving would be a big brothers the
opportunity for scientific dictatorship. With the rise of electronic money which has now taken over probably over 90% of
money transactions it has become possible for big brother to turn off credit cards and other nasty maneuvers against
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people they consider dissidents. As of 2020 This has not happened here but it has become possible. 1% should not be
in control of 90% of things. We already live in an olegarchy which is rule by the few. There could be dangerous times
ahead and we better be vigilant.
Our freedom of speech is threatened by Saudi control of the big media companies, so reporters are afraid to tell the
truth. Be aware that there is a big group that wants to pass anti hate speech laws which sounds great but is really a
ruse to stifle criticism of their anti American ideology and Sharia law. Europe made that mistake and is really
sorry now. Above all don’t limit our freedom of speech.
Education in the USA is now below many 3rd world countries. I did a survey of several hundred high school
graduates and discovered that less than half could find the United States on a blank map of the world and that less than
half know who we fought in World War II or why and if you ask a lot of employers they’ll tell you that many Millennials
can’t even make change for $20.00 bill. Other countries help college age students to get their education. Here it is
the opposite. We can and should provide every person with at least two years of free college or vocational training and
place them in internships so they become self supporting. Michigan would benefit. They would get better pay and pay
more taxes over years so it actually pays for itself and it is a win a win for all.
We need life 101 classes in high school, and need final exams in every grade because too many students are called it
off all day of school in not learning and that’s their job to learn. I am a college teacher and a done a study and have
found that the education that our children get today is often not as good as the education children got in a one room
schoolhouse. If you doubt that take the eighth grade exam from a one room school house on page 58.
Students should exit HS with an education ready for life, with vocational training.
Most people are in favor of ending Daylight savings time because it causes many deaths every year due to car accidents.
A proven fact. To please the tourist industry just make it whichever way they like but all year.
Conclusion
There are too many children and adults without adequate food, shelter, clothing, medical care, education,
affordable housing, a safe environment, decent transportation and others who care. In this modern age we can fix
all of that. There is no longer any excuse for governments not providing for people while thousands of the
wealthy and corporations wallow in excessive wealth.
There is no need for the greed. Greed needs to be limited. The needs of the many outweigh the greed of the few.
Humans being humane and science gives the most benefits to mankind.
Wise planning and management provides benefits for all.
The wise is action is to do the most good for all and not cause harm by actions or inaction.
Kindness is needed everywhere now. Promote Kindness
Let’s Improve things for all. If it is be it is up to me.
Why not improve things?
We can learn from mistakes made in the past.. We can together find better ways of doing things and share them and
improve things.
Discussion and dispute resolution are better ways to solve disputes than wars.
We have started an IMPROVING THINGS FOR ALL THINK TANK to share ideas on how to create a better present
and future. You are welcome to join (its free). Go to http://dogoodforall.today website and click on Think Tank.
Your ideas are welcome and needed.
One Religion Love, One Conduct Kindness, One Government Freedom, One Law Justice, One Education Truth, One
method Science, asking the 7 Questions Why, What, Who, Where, When, How and Why not?
We had better learn from history or we are doomed to repeat stupid mistakes from the past.
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Crops
The main occupation of the population in Michigan in the 1800s and early 1900s was agriculture.
The main crops in Michigan were: Wheat, Corn, Clover, potatoes, apples, beans, cherries, pears,
sugar beets, grapes, peaches, dry beans, celery, oats, rye, plums, blackberries, and hay . The
Michigan Historical Museum's website states "Michigan farmers began growing beets for sugar in
the late 1890s. The first sugar beet factory opened in southern Michigan in 1898. Farmers needed
additional laborers. During the 1910s and 20s, Eastern European immigrants were hired to cultivate
and harvest sugar beet and potato fields. In the 1920s, as these immigrants found jobs in the auto
plants and elsewhere, Mexican and Texan seasonal workers began coming to Michigan to harvest
sugar beets and other crops." "Soybeans, not widely grown before 1920 except as feed for livestock,
received a boost from Henry Ford in the 1930s. His "Henry Ford and Son Laboratories" developed
uses for soybean oil in auto lubricants and paints and for soybean meal to make a sort of plastic for
auto parts such as gearshift knobs. In fact, Ford made a whole car out of his soybean formula—but
he never found a market for it." see
http://www.hal.state.mi.us/mhc/museum/explore/museums/hismus/1900-75/erlyagri/crops.html On
the same website above is another piece of history. "Michigan Agricultural College (MAC, now
Michigan State University) professors laid the foundation for scientific advancements in Michigan
agriculture. Researchers experimented with various crops, tested orchard fungicides and
insecticides, evaluated seeds and fertilizers and raised livestock on different feeds to learn the most
cost-effective way to produce the best meat, crops and dairy products." "Roadside Marketing in
Michigan, Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 185, month 199##MAC Agriculture Agents
became the link between the college's research and farmers. They introduced new farming practices
and scientific advances to farmers through extension bulletins and workshops. They organized home
extension groups for farm wives and 4-H clubs for farm children. They provided information on
soil, crop research, farm markets and ways to obtain credit." "Frank A. Spragg of MAC fostered the
organization that became the Michigan Crop Improvement Association in 1917. The association
improved the quality and reputation of Michigan certified seed by inspecting and approving
members' fields. Spragg made Michigan the leading producer of navy beans when he introduced the
"Robust" variety in 1915. He also developed Rosen Rye and Red Rock wheat, two varieties that
improved the production of these grains in Michigan. Spragg's Hardigan alfalfa, introduced in 1920,
eased the way for Michigan farmers to turn from growing grain to dairy farming." Read why there
were 49,000 silos built in Michigan in 1919-1920. Read what the Silo did for the farmer and why
barn design was changed.. Go to
http://www.hal.state.mi.us/mhc/museum/explore/museums/hismus/1900-75/erlyagri/barnsilo.html
Macomb County had a population of 31,627 in 1881 with 296,055 acres of accessed land Michigan
also produced 88 million in agricultural products, 60 Million in Timber, 2 million in salt, 1 million
in fish and 8 million in copper (up north). Every farm had its garden with numerous vegetables and
most had an orchard with apples, pears, peaches, plumbs etc. Of course most farms had a raspberry
patch perhaps the most tastee of all. In the late 1800s and early 1900s the raising of cattle for meat
and dairy farms were a big item. Growers sometimes use minimum till or no-till methods to prevent
excessive soil drying. This means that the ground is not ploughed every year. 2
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Which is most efficient?

Perhaps mass transit levited and electric scooters
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Learning from history can prepare us for the future. Science is a method to find how,
why and what. Basically it is looking for truth not uneducated opinions. How does one
get good information. First ask enough questions to get a good understanding. Then
verify things. Then we ask how to apply this knowledge to help all of mankind.
We know that the electric car is more efficient, needs less repairs, lasts longer and actually costs less to make.
There are a lot of people who are fighting against them because they are making money on our current inefficient
obsolete cars. Electric cars have been around a long time and have proven themselves.
Here is an old electric car, one of hundreds from the old days. Someone in 1960 put
a solar panel on top to charge its batteries and it worked.
https://offgridworld.com/100-year-old-solar-powered-electric-car-powered-bythe-sun-in-1960/ Now we have many electric cars about to come into production
but we don’t have charging stations around the country. The answer for the short
time is to go with hybrids. A small gasoline engine keeps the batteries charged or
the car can be plugged in. The batteries are also charging when the car breaks, so
it is very efficient. Electric scooters and golf cart like vehicles have also provided
themselves very efficient. There are scooters that fold up into luggage.
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Great and needed things we have learned, what
you had better know from many years of
experience. Great Ideas for your Success.

Be a Success
With proven
Success Practices
From Experience of Experts
Bits of Wisdom
Things not taught in Schools
Such as Listening, Kindness, Caring,
Asking Questions, Science and
Thinking are free
Solutions to most problems.

Be a Success with People Skills, Real Life Experience
and Proven Success Practices.
Great Ideas For your Success
Bits of Wisdom Things not taught today.
Kindness, caring, listening, asking questions, Science
and thinking are Solutions to most problems.
Think for yourself. If you don’t others will think for you
at your expense.
Don’t believe everything you hear or even see. Be
skeptical. Ask enough questions to get all of the needed
information correct. Use reliable sources especially not
from hearsay or obsolete uneducated opinions from the past
or old books.
If in doubt say Really! Prove it. Is it actual and factual truth.
Humans and computers need accurate information. I taught
technology classes at college level for 30 years and still do.
Technology says Garbage In Gives Garbage Out.
Don’t accept nonfactual info or opinions unquestionably.
Avoid bad info and emotions as they will cripple you as
will bad chemicals or unhealthy or unknown substances.
Avoid drugs. Many may addict you even on first try and
get a hold on you and will not let go. He snorted stuff down,
soon they put him in the ground. She popped an unknown
pill. It caused a painful death. Made everyone sad. Many
lives have been needlessly ruined or ended by drugs.
Don’t ride in a car with a driver that texts or looks at phone
while driving because they kill many innocent people, often
children, needlessly every year.
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If you want to be a success, Think Success.
Decide what you want to do, Plan how to accomplish it. Make
a plan then work your plan. Later evaluate and improve. You
must have a burning desire to succeed. By the way part of
success is staying alive. Think Safety and Survival. Plan for
them. Yes seriously. Many don’t and many of die needlessly.
Al walked on the RR tracks with his headphones blaring so he
did not hear the train which killed him. Think!
Experience teaches one should be vigilant for threats to your
safety and health and make dealing with them the
highest priority. Many who did not do that died.
Many people don’t look as they cross a street. In England I had
to look to the right before I crossed. Good thing I did because
there was a very quiet car coming from the right. If I had not
looked I would have been killed. This booklet is about learning
from experience of others that can put you ahead.
Be aware of what can kill you:
Volatile liquids as gasoline can explode if there is even a small
spark or heat nearby. Also never pour them onto fire.
Food Poisoning from unclean utensils, dishes, wrappers or
food not stored in hot or cold or preservatives or insufficient
cooking so as to not kill harmful bacteria and parasites.
Arguing with unknown, unstable, hostile persons. If they are
agitated best to avoid them, speak calming words.
Negative thoughts, emotions and especially anger can cause
one to do things we regret later. If angry remember that it
affects your judgement so best while angry to defer action.
© 2019 Professor Wesley E Arnold
page 2

What can kill you continued Being in path of moving
objects (cars, trains, machinery) walking on RR tracks with
Think safety, practice safety. Learn First Aid and CPR. Keep
loud ear fones(modern spelling) Being in a cold or hot
an eye on children to protect them. Keep anything that could
environment without adequate protection. Being in
harm them out of their reach. When cutting only cut away from
environment with plants, animals, beings that can be
your body. Water with electricity is dangerous. Also avoid
hostile.
downed wires and metal fences. Use safe practices when climbing
Avoid Negative people, as they are poison. Seek positive
or when anything is a potential risk.
faithful friends. Avoid gangs as they can get you killed.
The following is survival advice from experts.
Enemies can disguise as friends or nice persons. Better find
If a terrorist or active shooter is nearby, Escape if possible, lock
them out and avoid them, before it’s too late. Ask them to
door, lights out fone on silent, be out of sight. Tell those around
say a prayer for the both of you in your presence. It will
you that if the terrorist comes in they can either do nothing and
reveal if they are in a cult and their thinking. Ask them open
die, or get his gun down and get him down and all will live but it
ended questions to get their feelings on issues. Such as
will take several people. See videos on Internet on this such as
“How do you feel about….?” Be aware of your
Run, Hide, Fight. Lock the door, and put chairs and other things
surroundings and to possible threats. Be prepared. Have
in the doorway. If Terrorist enters throw things at him to
a plan worked out in advance. Think safety in everything
distract him, Even a one second distraction gets you time to act
you do. Wear safety glasses and ear sound dampers. When
to push gun down. This takes people out of target area. Push
pushing hard on tools think about what will happen if it
behind his knee (which causes knee to fold) take him down one
slips. Most accidents are preventable. Diving. Find out how
person on each arm and leg, then pile on top of him. Keep
deep the water is before diving into it. Always assume guns
him down use all force necessary to keep him down and get gun
are loaded. Never point a weapon at anyone, even put a
away. Put waste basket on top of gun. To not take gunman and
finger on a trigger (some will fire with very little pressure)
gun out of action is a death sentence.
Never draw something out of a pocket and point it at an
If you spot a person with a lot of something wrapped around them
officer. Police officers have to deal daily with criminals
get away and call police may be a suicide bomber.
with guns. Many innocents were shot because they
And the same for masked women and men because unless it is
appeared to be pointing a gun. Officers are trained to shoot
super cold there is no need for a mask. No one needs to hide their
first because there is often just not enough time and many
face in America slavery has been outlawed here.
officers have died because they hesitated. Keep your hands
4
up and in sight.
3
Negative thoughts can lead to depression and can make you
destroy yourself. A negative thought (ant) is just a little thing
If you are in the least doubt about a decision or if much emotion
and can be overcome. First resolve that you will not give them
is involved it is probably best to set it aside for a while, sleep on
power over you. No matter how bad it is you are still the captain
it to let the subconscious mind work on it. Since a very great
of your ship. You determine what thoughts you think. It is all
percentage of the mind is subconscious it is wise to use it. If there
right to think a fact thought that may be negative such as "I am
is not time than at least seek calm-wise council and listen. Take
depressed, or "I have failed" Check it to see if it is really true and
time to ask infinite intelligence what to do. Then listen for the
if it is learn from it. Think "So I failed what can I learn from this?
quiet answer that may come when you wait for it and are willing
Then make a new plan to achieve your goals. The best way to get
to receive it. God sometimes gives answers through your own
something done, is to begin. If depressed your mind will
thoughts. Search for the best, most wise action. Be sure to
sometimes make it even worse and you must reach out for a little
consider all alternatives and possibilities.
free help from a crisis line
Take Time To Think. It Is The Source Of Power.
586 307 9100 800 273 8255
Take Time To Read. It Is The Fountain Of Wisdom.
Take one step at a time. If it is to be it's up to me.
Take Time To Love. It The Greatest Thing In The World. Love
Your life touches many others in ways you are not aware of. If
makes everything a little easier.
you die you would leave a black hole and cause others sorrow.
Be Cheerful. It Is The Road To Happiness.
Your loss is their loss also. Even one who has few or no friends
Take Time To Be Friendly. It Is The Best Way To Get Along
has the potential of helping oneself and others. The world is full
With Others. I have found that even friendly acquaintances may
of lonely people and many who desperately need a few minutes of help you greatly. I was told by a personnel manager that she hired
kindness. Great satisfaction can be yours in showing kindness to
me because I had smiled and was friendly.
another and can make a huge difference in people’s lives. Better
Take Time To Do What Jesus Taught. (Love One Another,
to light a candle than to curse the darkness. Thoughtful defensive
Kindness) It Is The Key To Happiness.
non distracted driving saves lives. Anticipate actions. If
Take Time To Plan And Work. They Are Keys To Success.
someone looks like they may change lanes or pull out in front of
Those who are successful think and work at being a success. Get
you get a foot on the break just in case. Leave adequate stopping
knowledge that will let you use opportunities. Many job
room in front of you. Use lights at near darkness and during
openings go unfilled because no one has the knowledge
storms. Being unprepared, not watchful, or distracted can cause
needed. Some employers will even pay for training.
loss in life as well as driving.
6
5
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Ben Franklin’s wise Maxims:
Silence: Speak only what will benefit others or yourself.
Order: Let all things have their places. Let each part of your
business have its time.
Resolution: Resolve to perform what you ought. Perform
without fail what you resolve.
Frugality: Make no expense but to do good to others or
yourself; that is; waste nothing.
Industry: Louse no time. Be always employed in something
useful. Cut off all unnecessary actions.
Cleanliness: Tolerate no uncleanness in body, clothes or
habitation. Tranquility: Be not disturbed at accidents, common
or unavoidable, or at trifles.
Temperance: eat not to dullness, drink not to elevation
Sincerity: use no hurtful deceit, think innocently and justfully and
speak accordingly,
Justice: wrong no one by causing injuries or omitting your duties
Moderation: avoid extremes, forebear resenting injuries so much
as you think they deserve
Wisdom and Humility: Imitate Jesus and Socrates. Avoid
assertive criticism rather say “It appears to me…or If I am not
mistaken ” Be skeptical. Ask Questions.
Ben Franklin’s schedule. Early to rise
Ask What Good can I do today? Plan, Set time aside for thinking,
reading, and for work. Before bed ask What Good have I done
today? Evaluate actions. Get adequate sleep.
The greatest good is to do good for the community.
7

Quitters don’t Win & Winners don’t Quit.
Desire success. Desire that goal. Be Determined.
Set some time aside for reflection and planning.
If you fail to plan you are planning to fail.
Think about what to do to be a success. Get the needed
knowledge, make a plan, figure a way. Find a need that you can
fill and people will pay you, just one good idea is sometimes all it
takes. Set aside a short time for thinking.
James Allen in As a Man Thinketh said:
A wise person: controls his thoughts and thereby his actions;
spends more time in study and thought; questions most
everything; tries to find the truth; makes the best use of his time;
avoids time traps such as entertainment. A wise person knows that
success, happiness, worry (is a waste of time) love, suffering,
health and actions all stem from thought. Character is the sum of
ones thoughts. You are and do what you think.
To change yourself change your thinking. You have freedom to
choose your thoughts. If you want success you must think
success. You are completely responsible for your own thoughts.
You can't blame anyone else. As you continue to think so you will
remain. You are limited only by the thoughts you yourself choose.
The wise man organizes, prioritizes controls, & disciplines his
thinking. He rejects negative, useless, idle, irrational, emotional,
worrisome, lustful, purposeless thoughts. (except to relax and
sleep)
Better management uses scientific finding of best practices and
wise management
8

Most problems are caused by failing to get enough information,
and also by insufficient thinking.
Many people get great satisfaction in doing good things, that
Do what you can one step at a time. When angry count to 100
leave our world of people a little happier. The world has many
before you speak. Think of the consequences first. To test ideas
lonely, lost and needy people. Young people need good guidance
ask: Is it the right thing to do? Is it fair to all?
and examples. Look for opportunities to do random acts of
Be observant. Look for opportunities.
kindness. Instead of paying me back pay it forward, help another.
A good technique in getting ideas is called brainstorming.
Just being friendly smiling and saying hello is an act of
Gather 1 or more thoughtful people together and brainstorm a
kindness. Buy a meal for someone, or help someone. All humans
question. Write down every idea no matter how trivial without
need to feel loved and secure. The world can be cold and cruel.
question for twenty minutes. Then later go over each idea looking
Even a small kindness can bring great happiness to both giver
for other ideas. Still later one can sort out the better ideas. Seek
and receiver. Everyone can do little things that benefit mankind
expert advice from more than one source when making decisions and that may make a difference in bringing happiness. I am an old
out of your area of knowledge. Surround yourself with the best
man and find that little kindnesses that others did brought me
people you can find.
much happiness as do remembering kind acts I did for others that
Knowledge is power. Learn a skill or get knowledge that
gave me satisfaction for years. Happiness after all comes from
businesses and people will pay you good wages for. Chose a job
inner satisfaction. Music can also be a great source of joy. Find
you love and you will never have to work a day in your life.
music you like and perhaps even learn to play an instrument. That
Automation will soon replace thousands of human jobs.
is also great for your maintaining a sharp mind and living longer.
Don’t go into jobs that will be automated.
To many, the greatest happiness comes from knowing that they
Education pays. There are thousands of free classes online,
have helped needy others which makes the world a better happier
including college and vocational classes. Do a Google search.
place. Other people are also your greatest resource. Likability
YouTube has millions of free educational videos. Also you can
works and benefits all. First impressions are important. Look
them in the eye, smile, say Hello
take free or low cost classes to get knowledge then take a test for
credit. People with degrees make more money but sometimes the
A recent Harvard 75 year study showed that good relationships
knowledge not the degree is what gets the job. Community
lead to much happier lives and living longer. See The Good
Life Robert Waldinger TED Talk on YouTube.
colleges are a best bargain. Khan Academy has hundreds of free
video lessons on many subjects.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KkKuTCFvzI
9
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So much information is available now that it is difficult to sort
out which to look at and what is true or not. Our news is
censored and biased. Special interests own large percentages of
our news media resulting in news that is slanted to their wishes.
Look for reliable sources that quote real sources. NPR, PBS
and a few independent media are good. Google News gives
several sources. But be skeptical. Ask enough questions to get all
of the needed facts and verify them. Limit your input to things
that matter. Eliminate trivial topics and outdated material.
Learn how to learn. Find what works for you like hand printing
notes, quizzing self, & flash cards. Learn how to take quick
notes. When time is short use abbreviations. Leave out vowels,
Later rewrite the notes while the lecture is still fresh. Review and
Repetition works. Taking notes works. Cursive is faster than
printing. If you have a fast speaker, use a recorder. Think and Ask
the 9 learning Questions What, Who, Where, When, How, Why.
Is it factual? Is it verified? Is it up to date? Beware of untruths
and half truths. Insufficient, thinking, fact gathering and not
caring are the major causes of deaths and suffering. Use scientific
method. Science applied with wisdom has done more for
mankind than anything else. Seek the truth. Don't take anyone's
word for it require proof. For fast Knowledge first consult
Wikipedia. The following have millions of free books: Internet
Archive https://archive.org Project Gutenberg, International
Children's Library. Also book reviews can save you time.
Library of Congress has much online. Also see your local
research librarian.
11

How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie has
great ideas some of which are: To influence others talk about
what they want and show them how to get it. “First arouse in
the other person an eager want.” If you want people to like you
become genuinely interested in them. Make a good first
impression. Smile. It costs nothing but creates happiness and
sometimes pays well. “Be a good listener. encourage others talk
about themselves.” Talk in terms of the other man’s interests.
Make the other person feel important sincerely.
Avoid arguments. Use “I may be wrong but…” Ask questions.
Find the facts. Use “It may appear that…”
Show respect for others opinions. Avoid telling them they are
wrong and if you are wrong admit it quickly. Find things you
can agree on. Like Socrates ask questions that will get a yes
answer. Get him saying yes. Let the other person do most of the
talking. Plant an idea. Later let them think the idea was theirs.
Try to see things from the other person’s point of view. Be
sympathetic with others ideas and desires. Refer to mistakes
indirectly so as not give offense. Talk about your own mistakes
first. Ask questions instead of giving direct orders. Could you
please do… You might consider Give suggestions. Offer a
challenge. Let the other person save face. In other words be
considerate. Use encouragement.
Encourage even the smallest and every improvement.
Make things you want done seem easy to correct or do.
Make them happy about doing what you suggest.
Give honest appreciation.
13

Best time proven ways to get along with people. Only do to
others as you would want done to yourself. (AKA The Golden
Rule) First impressions are very important. This includes body
language. Being friendly including a pleasant greeting and
kind words. I have seen this pay off many times. Look directly
and face the other person. Listen to them and indicate you heard
their point. Sometimes summarize what they said. Look at things
from their point of view. Find common interests on things.
Establish rapport, common ground, The key is to learn how to
become like them. Avoid criticizing, negativity and direct
contradiction. Don’t use “absolutely, certainly, undoubtedly.”
Rather say “It appears to me… or If I am not mistaken…or
imagine… What if” Stick to the positive. Look for the good in
others and things. I have seen people get fired or relations fail
because of negativity. If criticism is to be done it should be done
in a positive, constructive way. Begin by criticizing oneself first.
Franklin said Things unknown should be proposed as things
forgot. Become a humble doubter. Ask Questions like Socrates.
Know what you want listen for what you are getting. Change
what you do until you get what you want. People like to hear their
own name in a greeting and in positive ways. Praise others
often. Find something good to say even in a bad situation.
Learn how to facilitate people believing in you and accepting
your ideas. People skills are a most important asset. There are lots
of good books on this and other important skills like how to
improve your memory.
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I have listed over 5,000 scholarships on my website and more
information to help students and job seekers.
See http://dogoodforall.today
Use microphone on your fone to do a quick Google search for
information on whatever you want to know.
I have observed that if listeners synchronize with the person
talking to them visually, and vocally it shows the other person that
you are listening and that you are like them. Facing them,
matching the speed and tone of voice creates a psychological
bond. We all like people who are like us.
Express that you desire to be of help to them. Get their email or
texting address. Stay in touch with those who can be of help to
you. Be careful of what you do on social media as it is recorded
for posterity in archives and employers may see it. Many people
have been fired over something they posted online. Avoid
bashing people or putting yourself in bad light. Future
employers often look at candidates actions on social media. Your
Google searches can be bought by anyone such as a future
employer. If you had a health class and searched for a terrible
disease a future employer may see that and since he has many
applications may throw yours away just to not take a chance that
you might have it. Your reputation and attitude precedes you.
Actions speak louder than words. Your body language and
gestures are stronger than what you say. Being diplomatic and
friendly pays much better than complaining and negative
actions. Friendship increases by visiting friends, but not too often.
14
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There are better ways of resolving disputes than killing.
(diplomacy, discussion dispute resolution, and mediation)
Look at two family men shoving a sword thru each other in a war.
Neither one has anything against the other.
What does painfully killing each other solve?
Humans should always be courteous and civil.
Humans are Humane, monsters aren’t.
Humans cause no harm by our actions or inaction.
Because if we don’t there is so much power now available to
individuals that misuse of it can cause our extinction.
Active Listening is a great tool for human relations.
Acknowledge points they said or summarizing shows you are
listening and care. Great for dealing with emotional complaints.
Things to learn that may save your life: Basic survival, How to
build a fire without matches. How to put out fires. How to make a
solar still to get pure water, find food, Have a good first aid kit.
Most people are not prepared. Read a survival book. Visit
scouthandbook.info It may save your life.
Learn self defense because it may also save your life.
Recognize that a threat to one as a threat to all. Divide and
surprise attack are proven formulas for victory. To disarm the
people is the best way to enslave them.
Too many have died needlessly and it continues today around the
world. 10% of conflicts are caused by differences in opinion and
90% by the wrong tone of voice or terrorists. When there are two
groups who do not understand each others language conflict
resolution is difficult. In disputes they find it easier to fight which
often leads to needless killing.
15

Ben Franklin a very wise man, stated I will speak no ill of
anyone because he found that criticism made enemies. A true
friend is the best possession. Hear no ill of a friend, nor speak any
of an enemy. If you would reap praise you must sow the seeds,
gentle words and useful deeds.
People want to feel important. Make them feel important.
Instead of condemning try to understand.
Find something to praise about the other person.
Express appreciation often. If you want someone to do something
you need to make them want to do it.
There is great Importance in maintaining contact with and
good report with family, and friends. Automation will replace
many workers in near future. See “Humans Need Not Apply”
on YouTube. Life is rare in the Universe. Science gives us
accurate knowledge, engineering applies that knowledge.
Technology gives us wonderful tools but applying technology
without love, kindness and wisdom is dangerous. Learn to keep
calm, thoughtful and in control regardless of situation. This
gives you a great advantage.
Nothing is as important as this day and the Love and Life in it.
Diplomacy gets you far more than complaining or rage. Nobody
likes complainers. Look for opportunities. Be your own salesman
of yourself. First impressions are priceless
You don’t know how much you know until you know how
little you know. You Know! Keep up to date on important things.
Read more, listen to informative podcasts. Surround yourself with
positive, wise, drug free, knowledgeable friends.
17
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The Easiest Language is a quick solution to non
understanding. It is an International Vocabulary which
speakers of English already know 2000 of its words. Only 16
grammar rules with no exceptions. It is learnable to a basic
fluency in 1 month. It is the easiest, fastest and the least cost
solution. It helps language students learn other languages faster. it
allows communication between different languages (in 1 month)
which is much less time than learning any other language which
takes years. It is the most time and cost efficient solution to the
language misunderstanding problem. It is called Esperanto. If
children spent 10 minutes a day learning this our planet would
have a common language in a few years and many lives would be
saved, some conflicts and wars avoided because humans need a
common understandable language especially in emergencies.
And vacations are enhanced because you can get information
from people who live where you are going. For a free book see
http://easiestlanguage.info
Join Esperanto groups on Internet and chat with people in over
100 countries. Make friends Save money on travel. I had friends
who traveled around world staying in friends houses. Had a great
time. Get easy language college credits in much less time. Ben
Franklin said Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time,
for that’s the stuff life is made of.
Lost time is never found again.
Waste not life in the grave will be sleeping enough.
16

What is the solution to people mistreating each other? We need
an expectation that all humans be required to practice such as:
Humans are Humane Monsters aren’t. Cause no harm by
actions or inaction. Make that the expectation
and Law and enforce law to protect all.
Demand responsible behavior from all.
Another way of expressing this is the Golden Rule which is: Only
do as you would want done to yourself. Wise ones like Jesus for
centuries have advocated this. Confucius, and Socrates put it in
the form of the Silver Rule. Do not do to others what you would
not want done to your self. It should be taught to children. Law is
an agreement on how things are to be done. Things work better
with law rather than brute force.
History shows we still need defenses. Indians sometimes had
forts. Cities and outposts had walls. Houses and cars have doors
and locks. Use them. There are people who would steal your
things so don't make it easy for them. Keep your valuables out of
sight, locked up, and make several copies of your data. USB
sticks are great. MicroSD cards are tiny.
Be always watchful. Learn self defense. Be Prepared.
We should help create and maintain a caring world for ourselves
and those with whom we are in contact daily. We never know
when we may need help ourselves. You have the power to
increase your happiness and make a difference by looking for
opportunities help others. It is better to light a candle than to curse
the darkness. If everyone improved their own area what a
wonderful world this could be."
Be happy and cheerful. Give others your smile.
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The most important words in human relations
I ADMIT I MADE A MISTAKE (the most important 6 words)
I AM PROUD OF YOU (most important 5 words)
WHAT IS YOUR OPINION (most important 4 words)
IF YOU PLEASE (the most important 3 words)
THANK YOU (the most important 2 words)
We (the most important word)
I (the LEAST important word)
Put more “We” in your conversations. In disagreements work on
common interests and solutions. Being diplomatic and friendly
pays much better than complaining and negative actions. Beware.
What you do goes around and later comes around. Your actions
may eventually come back to you.
If it is to be it's up to me. When the going gets tough the tough get
going. Know yourself. Be aware that the world is not a nice or
safe place there are those working to take away your freedom,
valuables and income. Being aware of who and what is around
you is a great idea. Planning in advance what to do in hostile
situations can save your life. Because automation will within a
dozen years cause much unemployment if pandemic or war
doesn't happen first, we will need to have a basic income for all
which can be done by putting solar panel farms all over on public
property (could use free prisoner labor) then give an equal share
of the huge profit from the free solar energy to every citizen.
Everyone could still work if they want to. This could end welfare
and lessen crime. Also read up on the Venus project and Jacque
Fresco. Grandpa's thoughts follow:
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With so much mis-information out there how do we get the
Truth? First try to get good verifiable sources. Be skeptical ask
enough questions so as to get needed information. Then verify
from several reliable sources. Insufficient facts always invite
danger. Question everything. Don't assume. Ask why. Think.
If you train your brain to be scientific minded you have much
better understanding. Learn how everything works because
being scientific minded gives you an advantage over the many
who are living in fantasy ignorance land. Example learn how to
set up your own solar panel for free electricity to charge your
fone and laptop and you will always have power and light even
when the rest of the world is dark. Do it yourself for under $100.
You can set it up inside in a window or outside on a rack of
inexpensive PVC pipe using zip ties. Paint ties white so they are
not damaged by sun. Best avoid roof if you have snow to brush
off. Use more efficient Mono-crystalline or new Perovskite
panels. Point their flat area directly at the sun at mid day. Add a
charge controller to prevent boiling the battery. Deep cell golf cart
batteries are best. Decent used car batteries are cheaper. Get an
inverter converts DC to AC so you can use your other electrical
stuff. Shop around save money. Add more panels and batteries to
get more free electricity.
See http://dogoodforall.today/freesolarpower.pdf
Real knowledge is to know the extent of one's ignorance.
Study what is most likely to happen in the future so you will
be prepared. Look especially for opportunities.
Look at the Occupation Outlook Handbook online.
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Live as if it is your last day alive, as it actually could be.
We are beginning a trans-human era with implanted devices
No one knows.
being put into people. Blind will see. Deaf will hear. Paralyzed
Have the courage to speak the truth and stand up for right.
are walking. Artificial arms and legs are now working. Artificial
To see the right thing to do and not to do it is cowardice.
organs are coming. Science, kindness and wisdom have done
more for mankind than anything else.
Wisdom stands the test of time. Observe the good points of others
and adopt them. Observe bad points of others and correct them in Mu chips as small as this dot · will be put into people, pills and
yourself. Do not waste your time as it is valuable and priceless.
nearly everything else to track things, for inventory, and theft
You can never get back a wasted day. Life is short. Time is
prevention. Mu chip powder can be sprinkled on produce bad
money. Great minds discuss ideas, average minds discuss
batches can be then be tracked and lives saved. Read up on Mu
events, small minds discuss people.
chips. Bots (automated programs) will do jobs for us. Robots will
be serving us. Robo cops may police us. Gorts may solve the
Scouting offers great opportunities camping, hiking, flying
violence problem. We need to keep our brains active by thinking.
airplanes, canoeing, horseback riding, High Adventure Trips,
Exercise your brain do addition and multiplication in your head
Philmont Scout Ranch, D-A, Parks. Scouts learn leadership,
when bored. This can be beneficial and improves your thinking.
success, people skills, survival skills, (see picture of solar still.
Eat properly to feed your brain better. See Dr. Daniel Amen’s
Just a piece of plastic can save our life.) emergency preparedness, book “Use your brain to change your age” (Improve your body so
it functions as if it were younger.)
CPR, First Aid, safety, swimming, life saving over 100 merit
badges on many occupations & interesting hobby interests such
Smoke and CO2 detector alarms with good batteries and fire
as: Electronics, Energy, Engineering, Environment, Medicine,
extinguishers nearby save lives. Avoid natural Christmas trees
Boating, Music, Robotics, Salesmanship, and many more. A
as they ignite easily and burn fast. It’s the fumes that kill you not
Scout is Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous,
the fire. Make an escape plan and make sure everyone knows it
Kind, Obedient, Cheerful, Thrifty, Brave, Clean Reverent. Scout and also to get down low to avoid fumes and most important get
motto is Be Prepared. Slogan Do a Good Turn Daily.
out. I speak from experience I was a fireman. When you meet
See more at http://scouthandbook.info
new people that you want to keep as friends or acquaintances
Your Unclaimed Family Money Someone in your family may
make yourself memorable. Find something that sets you apart
have free money Visit my website http://dogoodforall.today for
from others give them something to remember you by. Be the
links to state and federal money sites and instructions.
reliable good friend.
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
lists our most important human rights.
The basic law of our land is the US Constitution which purpose is
to establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the
common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the
blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity. The Bill of
Rights is first 10 amendments. First Amendment guarantees the
freedom of religion, freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly,
and of petition to the government for redress of grievances.
Privacy is important, otherwise risk of identity theft, they can
empty your bank account or run up charges on your credit, People
government and corporations are collecting info about you, can
have wrong info, cost you jobs, or could hurt you. Don’t give out
your personal information. Employers and Government, can
and do spy on your email, personal calls, Internet usage, banking,
credit, locations, your Google searches, Facebook and more.
Don’t post anything bad or “flame” others on social media
because there are others who relish attacking you if they disagree.
Of course we all need to stand up for what is right and have
the courage to do so. There are too many cowards who do not.
If you don’t stand for something then you stand for nothing. We
veterans are proud to have stood up many times for what is
right and continue to do so in spite of threats. To not do so would
be cowardice. We also defend freedom of speech. Don’t fall for
anti hate speech laws as it is just a ruse to stop speaking the
truth about terrorist groups and their cult.
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Learning from others experience and history can serve you
well and may even save your life. It is far better to learn from
others experience and from history because you don't go thru the
pain and suffering and sometimes dying.
Here are a few things that history shows us:
All persons die, many before old age, many from drugs, many
because of criminal behavior, many because they did not seek or
get timely medical treatment, many because of their own
unthinkingness, and many because of bad associations. Many died
because they lived in a time or place of rule by brute force instead
of rule by law. For many thousands of years our ancestors lived in
tribes which were constantly at war. Look at a World Almanac
history section shows endless and needless wars usually over
land or religion. Once rule of law is established such as in the
USA most of the fighting is resolved by law and by law
enforcement. If you have a problem you call 911. In addition
there is Human Rights Law such as our Bill of Rights and The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Some rights are:
right to Life, liberty, security, not to be a slave, no cruel
treatment, trial, innocent until proven guilty, privacy, to own
property, freedom of thought freedom of speech and media, take
part in the government, social security, fair pay for work,
adequate standard of living, and education and that everyone has
duties to support these rights for all. History also shows us that
there is at least one big ideology that has violated these rights for
over 1400 years and worse continues to seriously violate Human
Rights even killing many this year and could be a threat to you..
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This world domination cult: is mentioned here because it is a
threat to you (some of my friends have been killed by them); has
nearly 2 billion members who secretly support it's own
Sharia(Islamic) Law and political system which denies equal
rights to women, girls and non believers and allows killing of non
believers. Facts show they are responsible for thousands of deaths
of innocent persons such as travelers, shoppers, even children
world wide (9-11 3,000 innocent people killed and in air plane,
car, truck and suicide bombings) Hundreds were murdered last
year and this continues into today with endless bombings &
killings worldwide. This is verifiable see factual lists on
“thereligionofpeace.com” and List of Islamist terrorist attacks on
Wikipedia. They hide their true plan (taking over) like a stealth
enemy or cancer continually growing bringing in thousands more
of them and having babies by multiple wives who can go on
welfare so we end up supporting them. They are asked to not
cause trouble. Meanwhile they infiltrate government and
businesses. History shows when they get a majority they take
over. Then their peaceful character reverts only to their members
and all non believers get taxed or killed and all other religions are
stomped out. To verify this just look at any country they have
taken over such as Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq and
going on now in Africa.
Its not the small religion praying part, but rather much larger
political and physical actions that are hurting girls, women and
killing non believers. Actions speak louder than words
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We do not just get wisdom we discover it. The only learning is
self-learning. Life has its happy times and sad times, good times
and terrible times. Learn from them but enjoy things when you
can. Take moments to enjoy beautiful flowers and clouds. Self
esteem, what you think about yourself is very important. Look at
what you have done and you will see that you have done a lot and
that you are a capable person.
This is the beginning of a new day. God gave me this day to use
as I will. To waste it, or use it for good. What I do with this day
is important, because I have given one day of my life for it.
When and if tomorrow comes, today will be gone forever.
Remember I paid one day of my life for it. Hope I will not regret
the price I paid for it.
On many a grave headstones glisten of those who heard but
wouldn’t listen. Victor RaCosky said “You are who you run with.
And When you think you are down and out hit them one more
time.”
Many epitaphs are wise:
Be thankful for what you have-Life.
Do the most good while
you can before it is too late. Use time wisely waste it not for all
too soon this (the grave) will be your lot.
The worst evil of all is uncaringness.
We veterans are not cowards we have stood up to those who
abuse helpless women and children and those who kill innocent
people. We are against abuse of women and girls. slavery,
oppression, and killing. I speak out because to not do so would be
cowardly. Join me in speaking out against abuse.
26
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A hero is a person who does what was right or who is really
intent on making this a better place for all even in difficult
circumstances. If you don’t stand for something you stand for
nothing. A lot of cowards just take the easy way out and don’t
even try. Join me in standing up for freedom with liberty and
justice for all.
Do It Now. I expect to pass through this world but once. Any
good thing, therefore, that I can do or kindness I can show to any
fellow human being let me do it now. Let me not defer nor
neglect it for I shall not pass this way again.
What are examples of Best Human Conduct of great leaders?
Starting with WWJD being that our country was founded on
Christian principals. What Would Jesus Do? He taught exactly
what most of the world considers is the most accepted rule for
human behavior the Golden Rule Only do as you would have
others do to you. He Taught Love One Another, not to kill, steal
or commit adultery. He did not own slaves or a harem. He
stopped a woman from being stoned to death told her to go and
sin no more. He was kind to children and taught all should be
kind like the good Samaritan. He did not participate in any wars.
If we ask What would Confucius Do or Socrates, Buddha,
Gandhi, Dolly Lama, Martin Luther King or in fact most heads
of religions the answer would be the same as would be their
actions. The Golden Rule is the Accepted Western and World
Standard, but it is not found in the Quran which promotes killing
of non believers 9-5, sex with prepubescent little girls 65:4, wife
beating 4:34, slavery and unquestionable submission to the cult.
This is verifiable and there are many more verses on these so you
can read it yourself. See http://thereligionofpeace.com for many
more facts. 27

Historians ask WWMD What would (did) Muhammad Do? is also the
same as what he did and taught which is well documented. He is
considered the perfect example of human behavior by 2 billion people.
Well here is the historic truth like it or not. Verified by many accurate
biographies, Bukhari, Quran, Sira & Hadiths He claimed that God’s
angel spoke to him often. He became a warrior who participated in raids
against mostly peaceful peoples. He came up with powerful ideas: that of
jihad which is war ordered by God to expand Islam; and not allowing
followers to leave under penalty of death; and all peoples being forced to
submit or be killed or sold as slaves. He ordered his men to loot, plunder,
kill all of the men and boys, and take all of the women and children as
slaves. He had his men rape the women and he demanded a 1/5 cut of all
bounty and women for his harem and encouraged beheadings. He had a
young mother stripped of her nursing baby and painfully stoned to death.
He had repeated sex with a 9 year old little girl. Since he is considered the
perfect example this and slavery is now legal in Islamic law today. They
made a lot of money out of selling slaves for 1,400 years continuing into
today. He had anyone who disagreed with him or even doubted he was a
prophet, killed and this has been the practice for 1,400 years continuing
into today. He presided over the beheadings of 800 peaceful non
believers. As king of Arabia his warriors bloodily conquered the Middle
East, and many other parts of the world including much of Africa killing
250 million mostly innocent peaceful persons, selling their wives &
children into slavery & stealing all of their property. He was the world’s
greatest military leader. The above actions are verifiable from hundreds of
documents. But should we use WWMD as a standard of conduct?
Problem is not the small religion part but the much larger political and
physical actions hurting girls, & women and killing non believers. Actions
speak louder than words. Many think we should use WWJD because
Humans are Humane. HaH
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There are lies, half truths and propaganda out there. Seek the truth.
Ask enough questions to get needed facts. Don’t trust uneducated
Search others for their virtues, thyself for thy vices.
opinions, hearsay or obsolete books. Get verified facts. Think. Ask
Observe all men: thyself most.
is it actual and factual? Prove it.
Haste makes waste. Well done is better than well said.
More Ben Franklin Quotes
Better slip with the foot then with the Tongue.
Forewarned is Forearmed Listen to reason or get hit by it
Pay what you owe, and you’ll know what is your own.
The Best way of Serving God, is Doing Good to man.
Borrowing will go a Sorrowing.
Do good to thy friend to keep him, to thy enemy to gain him.
Tis easier to suppress the first desire, than to satisfy all that follow it.
Nothing is so popular as goodness.
Let my discontents be secrets. Blessed is he who expects nothing, for
Happy Wife, Happy Life. A good wife and health is a man’s best
he will never be disappointed. Folly & Wickedness shorten life.
wealth. Good sense all need, few have.
He who falls in love with himself will have no rivals.
Early to bed and early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy,
When the Wells dry we know the worth of water. Tis easier to
and wise. Diligence is the mother of good luck and overcomes
prevent bad habits them to break them.
difficulty. God gives all things to industry.
Who is strong? He that can conquer his bad habits.
Love your enemies, for they would tell your faults. Thou can not
Neglect mending a small fault and soon be a great one. A stitch in
joke an enemy into a friend, but thou can a friend into an enemy.
time saves nine. Don’t underestimate the power of small things. A
Think before you speak. Don’t throw stones at your neighbors, if
loose nut can cause a hatch to open and sink a ship. Beware of little
your have windows. Want a faithful servant? Serve yourself. God
expenses. A small leak will sink a great ship.
helps them that help themselves.
Death takes no bribes. One Today equals two tomorrows.
You ought to be an honor to your family. Glass, China, and
Half Wits talk much but say little.
reputation, are easily cracked and never well mended. If you do what
Many a man thinks he’s buying pleasure when he is really selling
you should not, you must hear what you would not.
himself a slave to it. The way to see faith is to shut the eye of reason.
When there’s no law, there’s no bread.
Keep thy shop and thy shop will keep thee. Drive thy business or thy
Great talkers, little doers. Eat to live, live not to eat.
business will drive thee. Fish and visitors stink after three days.
To lengthen thy life, lessen thy meals.
The sleeping fox catches no birds. Up!
30
A penny saved is a penny earned.
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Those who are wrapped up in themselves make small packages.
Leisure time is a good time for doing something useful.
Diligence is the mother of Good Luck.
Would you live with ease, do what you ought,
and not what you please.
Industry, Perseverance, Frugality make fortune yield.
Hide not your Talents, they for Use were made,
What good is a sundial if it sets in the shade?
A lie stands on one leg, truth on two.
Whatever’s begun in anger, ends in shame.
The things which hurt, Instruct.
A soft Tongue may strike hard.
Paintings & fightings are best seen at a distance.
End of Franklin Quotes

Grandpa’s experience: Question Everything, Bring No Harm by
Actions or Inaction, Join With Me to Stand Up for Freedom With
Liberty and Justice for All, Kindness and For Completely Free
Speech, and against abuse of girls and women and against,
subjugation, slavery, cruelty and killing.
Think for Yourself, avoid drugs, gangs, negative people, texting
while driving, Think Safety, Be Prepared.
If you want to be a success, Think Success.
Decide what you want to do, Plan how to accomplish it. Make a
plan then work your plan.
Visit my website for 5,000 scholarships, unclaimed money and
other goodies. http://dogoodforall.today
Learn the easiest language to understand people from over 100
countries and get easy language credits in much less time.
Visit http://easiestlanguage.info
Read the book 1984 By George Orwell. Also Lord of the Flies,
and Enemy of the State. They have useful knowledge for you.
I hope this little booklet has given you some useful ideas. If you
think of more I can add let me know at
wecare@dogoodforall.today

Be aware of what your government is doing. Special interests and
corporations have been buying favors from your lawmakers at
your expense. We have had the resources and technology to to
provide abundance for all for a long time, but the wealthy greedy
have been hogging the resources and wealth and our working
class has become the ignored class.
Ideals ONE RELIGION LOVE, ONE CODE GOLDEN RULE,
ONE GOVERNMENT FREEDOM, ONE LAW JUSTICE,
ONE EDUCATION TRUTH, ONE METHOD SCIENTIFIC
which is asking Questions and finding the factual truth, ONE
EXPECTATION HUMANS are HUMANE, ONE
POSTULATE WWJD?, ONE WAY KINDNESS.
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Kayla Mueller Humanitarian worker.
Search Google see why she is a real
hero. Find out who pulled her
fingernails out painfully with pliers
when she refused to deny Jesus

Innocent children killed
by Islamic attack at
Boston Marathon
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Language mis-understanding has caused: deaths of 583 persons needlessly in an airplane accident on the ground and
hundreds more in other non-understanding caused accidents. Hundreds of deaths during medical emergencies. Hundreds
of children kidnaped but the police could not understand the mother’s language. Thousands of fights and killings because
people did not understand each other and did not clear up misunderstandings. Even some wars could have been avoided
and thousands of lives saved by understanding. HUMANS NEED TO UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER NOW.
The solution is here. There is an easy to learn international vocabulary that can save lives here and around the world.
Humans need to understand each other especially in emergencies. If a woman is trying to tell a doctor that her child
drank poison but the doctor doesn’t speak her language or tell a policeman that someone took her child, or two gang
leaders want to settle a dispute, or a pilot is being told to do something by a traffic controller, or people are being given
directions on how to escape from a sinking ship, THEY ALL NEED TO UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER at that moment
OR LIVES WILL BE LOST. Hundreds of people have died because of language non-understanding. There is an easy
solution. In Ten minutes a day people can learn an International Vocabulary, even children in elementary grades. Within
a month they could have basic understanding. Enough for basic and emergency communication. If you know English
you already know over 2000 words in this language. It only has 16 rules of grammar with no exceptions. We could have
understanding between all languages within a short time if students would be taught this for 10 minutes a day in
elementary school. Thousands of lives could be saved. Every human could understand every other human. For more
information Visit http://easiestlanguage.info

The easy solution is the easy to learn International
Vocabulary Esperanto (no it is not Spanish) you
already know 2000 of its words. It has been suppressed
by teachers of other languages because it is so easy. Here are
some sites.
https://esperanto.net/en/ Esperanto in 12 Days
https://www.duolingo.com/course/eo/en/Learn-Esperanto
https://lernu.net/en
http://kurso.com.br/index.php

SOLAR POWER FREE, INEXHAUSTIBLE, CLEAN, PERMANENT DO IT
YOURSELF under $99. to charge fones, have lights, run tablet computer. To run
laptop and TV add $100 for bigger power unit. Everything is easy just set panel in
window and plug in to battery-power unit. Only two items to buy Solar panel and
battery-power unit. Add extension cord if needed.

Power units can be charged by
solar panels, or by car or by AC.
They put out AC and DC and
can charge fones run computer,
power lights, radio, TV etc.

Optional
light
weight
flexible
panels

Above can be a portable power set up for camping or survival, or to power
a home and things like refrigerator, furnace etc. add more panels and deep
cell golf cart batteries. The blue box below is a $30 charge controller that
protects the batteries from over charge. The orange thing is a $30 inverter
that changes the battery output of 12 Volts DC into regular household 110
AC. See my free article or book on dogoodforall.today.
Panels can be set inside by a window
or outside leaning against house, or
on a rack made of cheap PVC pipe
with zip ties to fasten panels. Or
racks can be of 2x2 wood, or metal L
angle pieces. Or panels can be put on
brackets on the roof. I took mine
down after a snowstorm as was too
dangerous to clean off up there.
Panels can also be hung from gutters.
You can also buy ready made parts as
below.

